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Abstract

Written daily reflections during clinical practice on birthing units have been used during several years in midwifery education at Lund University, Sweden. However, the usefulness of these reflections for evaluation of progress in learning and professional development of students has to date not been evaluated. In order to analyze written reflections, two taxonomies developed by Bloom and Pettersen have been applied to the texts. Progression in the professional development of midwifery students can be seen through levels of complexity in cognitive and psycho-motor learning areas and also in the description of learning situations. Progression can be seen from a basic description of facts in simple situations at the beginning of the students’ practice to a complex description of complicated situations towards the end of the practice. Written daily reflections appear to be a suitable method to help students to reflect in a structured way, thereby helping their professional development. Reflections can help clinical supervisors to understand the needs of the individual student and to support their knowledge accruement. Daily written reflections on clinical practice can be of use in other health education programs.
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ANALYSIS OF MIDWIFERY STUDENTS’ WRITTEN REFLECTIONS TO EVALUATE PROGRESSION IN LEARNING DURING CLINICAL PRACTICE AT BIRTHING UNITS

INTRODUCTION

Written daily reflections during clinical practice on birthing units have been used during several years in midwifery education at Lund University, Sweden. However, the usefulness of these reflections for evaluation of progression in learning and professional development of students has to date not been evaluated.

BACKGROUND

During midwifery education, theoretical knowledge and learning are integrated with clinical competence in order to maintain progression and professional development based on a holistic approach to professional practice. Some types of knowledge can be accumulated through theoretical learning whilst others are dependent on context and learning can only occur during situations in real time (Boud and Walker, 1998; Dreyfus, 1982; Yardley et al., 2012). In these situations, reflection is an integral part of learning (Elmgren and Henriksson, 2010) and there is a need to develop validated methods to support students’ reflections during clinical practice. Research has shown that structured reflection models enhance reflective thinking in clinical
practice (Asselin & Fain, 2013) and that students’ narratives may uncover practices that otherwise might go unnoticed (Levett-Jones, 2007). Schön (1995) described two types of reflection; “reflection-in-action” and “reflection-on-action”. Using personal experiences as a base, the aim of reflection is to develop knowledge and skills that can be called upon when similar clinical situations occur in the future (Mann et al., 2009).

In Sweden, midwifery education is at present based firstly on a three-year university course leading to registration as a qualified nurse followed by a further 18 months in the midwifery program. Acceptance to the midwifery program is dependent on both previous registration as a nurse and that the presumptive student has had at least one year of clinical experience after registration. Many midwifery students have worked for several years in nursing practice. The program entails a total of 90 ECTS of which 45 ECTS are assigned to specific clinical midwifery practice. During this period the student learns about normal birth and should develop from an individual who may never have earlier witnessed a birth to a practitioner who can independently supervise one or more normal births simultaneously (Syllabus, SBMP 18). Clinical placements follow directly after the theoretical courses; the theoretical course in normal birth (six weeks) is followed by two blocks of clinical practice of 12 weeks. A theoretical course in complicated birth (4 weeks) is followed by a five week block of clinical practice. All students have their clinical practice blocks simultaneously. The headings “knowledge and understanding” and “skills and abilities” are learning targets in the program’s curriculum and are based on variables stipulated in the examination requirements (Swedish National Agency for Higher Education, 1993:100). These areas are compatible with the cognitive and psycho-motor areas of learning which are of importance for development of professional knowledge (Elmgren and Henriksson, 2010). There is no universal consensus on the definition of ”profession” although there are
phenomena that signify a professional body: a group of individuals with agreed ethical norms, which is judged by society to have special knowledge and skills that have been accrued through education and professional practice at a high level of competence (Australian Council of Professions, 1997). Professional practitioners intend to use their knowledge and skills to help individuals and society in general (ICM, 2008; Cruess et al., 2004; Australian Council of Professions, 1997).

According to the Dreyfus model of mental activities involved in directed skill acquisition, a student passes through five stages during learning: novice, competence, proficiency, expertise and mastery (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1980). In 1984 Patricia Benner modified the model for a nursing context and conceptualised it as novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient and expert. A novice relies often on fast principals and regulations whilst an expert reacts in an intuitive manner and with a view of the whole situation (Benner, 1984). The novice tends to be an observer whilst the expert participates actively in the situation (Benner, 1984).

The way in which educators view knowledge will reflect on the students learning (Elmgren and Henriksson, 2010). Marton et al., (1977) separate an approach to surface learning from an approach to deep learning and describe surface learning as atomistic whereas deep learning is seen as holistic. Surface learning is described as rote learning of facts. Deep learning is described as interpretative learning where the student strives to understand meaning, connection, context and implication. The Swedish Board for Health and Welfare (2006) requires that midwifery competence be characterised by a holistic approach. Laws governing Swedish tertiary education state that teaching should develop students’ ability to carry out independent and critical judgements and their ability to independently recognise formulate and solve problems (Swedish
Higher Education Act., 1992:1434, Chapter1 § 9). In order to assess the level of knowledge attained, it is possible to apply different taxonomies (Elmgren and Henriksson, 2010). Bloom’s taxonomy encompasses cognition and informs on six differing levels of knowledge from basic to complex as follows: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation (Bloom et al., 1956). According to Pettersen (2008) the area of psycho-motor skills can also be divided into six different levels of complexity from perception, readiness for action, imitation, routine actions, and complex skills to fully developed proficiencies. During recent years the clinical practice components of health care education have received considerable attention in Sweden (Elmgren and Henriksson, 2010). Evaluation of the usefulness of written daily reflections on experiences of clinical practice may help to provide evidence-based methods for the support of students’ learning and professional development. Teachers’ understanding of the characteristics of critical thinking in clinical education will help them to identify students’ progress and evaluate their competencies (Naber et al., 2014). Students stand to benefit from increased ability to critically reflect, since reflection will allow them to create strategies for the management of clinical issues within their profession (Joyce-McCoach et al., 2013).

The aim of the present study was to evaluate progression in learning inherent in student midwives’ written daily reflections on practice.

METHODS
Design

Reflections written by a cohort of midwifery students were analysed by means of a qualitative method with a deductive approach.

Subjects

Daily reflections were written by a group of 18 midwifery students at Lund University, Sweden, during a 17-week clinical placement at birthing units at six different hospitals in southern Sweden in 2011 to 2012. The students were aged between 28 and 43 years and had worked as registered nurses a mean of 4.5 years before the commencement of their midwifery education.

Data collection

Student midwives were encouraged to write short descriptions of the clinical situations they had experienced during the day and to formulate reflections on the situation based on Gibbs reflection model (Gibbs, 1988). This model is composed of six areas of reflection: description, feelings, evaluation, analysis, conclusions and action plans. The student’s clinical supervisor also wrote a short comment relating to the student’s reflections. The average number of reflections written by the students in the 17-week period was approximately 75 and an approximate total of 1400 reflections were collected by the authors (EKP and ME). The students numbered their delivery reflections in chronological order, starting with the number one for their first delivery. They also wrote reflections on the care they gave to women who did not give birth. In order to group the reflections in periods of time, an arbitrary sample of every fourth reflection...
was made and studied. A total of 388 reflections were analysed in this study. Each of the handwritten reflections was between a half and two pages long. After each reflection a space was left for a short comment from the student’s personal midwife supervisor. Before analyses could begin the reflections were transcribed to a computer program and all manner of identification of individuals was removed.

Citations are shown with a number depicting how many births the student had attended and a student number; for example birth number 21 and student number 10 is written as B21/S10. The reflections were the woman did not give birth are coded as “none birth” (NB) and the same number as the previous birth the student had attended.

Data analyses

Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom, et al., 1956) and the taxonomy described by Petterson (2008) were both used to manually analyse and classify the students’ texts. Together, the two taxonomies describe levels of complexity from basic to complex, within cognitive and psycho-motor areas of learning. In the analyses, a deductive approach was used to allow a hierarchical classification (Bloom et al., 1956). Analyses of the students’ texts were carried out in order to evaluate progression in the reflections seen by changes over time. Each single reflection was classified to one of the six levels of both cognitive and psycho-motor depth of knowledge (Bloom, et al., 1956; Pettersen, 2008). Examples of how the analysis was carried out using both of the taxonomies are shown in Table 1.
When analysis by application of the taxonomies was completed, the material was further analysed by dividing the reflections to show the complexity in the described learning situations. This was carried out by grouping the learning situations as ”simple situation”, for example application of scalp electrode, ”intermediate situation”, for example managing labour dystocia or ”complicated situation”, for example total management of the birth. Finally, in order to clarify students’ progression the reflections have been grouped together to represent the beginning (birth 1 – 20), the middle (birth 21 – 40) and the end (birth 41 – to the last) of the students’ placements.

Benner’s levels of competence were first developed to evaluate abilities and knowledge within a profession where a newly qualified professional was seen as a novice and where expertise was found first after several years of working in a profession. A student perspective has been applied to the present work by virtue of the fact that the student new to clinical practice is referred to as a ”novice” and the student nearing the end of practice is referred to as an “expert” (Benner, 1984). It is stressed that a newly qualified midwife is not taken to be an “expert” in the manner in which Benner first used the term.

Ethical considerations

The use of daily reflections was an integral part of the midwifery program. Written information about the proposed use of the reflections for a scientific analysis was given to all of the students.
and they were asked to give written consent for their texts to be used. Means of identification were removed and the texts were given numbers that were not linked to individuals. No specific ethical dilemma was identified, since the students had already completed their education and was not in any state of dependence on the authors. The perspective of the analyses is pedagogical and therefore has no direct inference to patient care. The authors consider an evaluation of teaching methods to be ethically correct, since the methods we use should be evidence-based. According to Swedish research regulations, ethical approval was not necessary for this study. This evaluation can be beneficial to future students and their teachers.

RESULTS

Progression in learning

The results show progression in the students learning according to levels within both cognitive and psycho-motor areas of learning and in complexity of the described learning situations (Figure 1). Progression can be seen from a basic description of facts in simple situations at the beginning of the students’ practice (birth 1-20) to a complex description of complicated situations towards the end of the practice (birth ≥ 41). Figure 1 shows a visualization of progression as seen by the direction of the arrow. However, sometimes reflections can be made at complex cognitive and psycho-motor levels relatively early in the students’ education. Adversely, reflections made towards the end of students’ education can be at a relatively low
cognitive and psycho-motor level even in complex situations, particularly when the situation is new to the student.

"We decide on an episiotomy but since I have neither seen, nor done one before, I leave the actual episiotomy to my supervisor but I carry out the delivery of a lovely baby boy myself." (B41/S1)

In figure 1, the most commonly classification for birth 1-20 and for birth \( \geq 41 \) is illustrated by triangles. In the middle part of the students’ practice (birth 21 – 40) the reflections are mostly intermediate in complexity and are described in an analytical manner. This is, in figure 1, illustrated by the hexagon.

Please, insert figure 1 here.

**Levels of complexity within cognitive and psycho-motor areas of learning**

The results show changes over time in the complexity of cognitive (knowledge and understanding) and psycho-motor (skills and ability) areas of learning. Examples of levels of complexity are shown in Table 1. The **lowest** levels of both cognitive ("facts") and psycho-motor ("perception") areas are not highly visible in the reflections since the students from the first day of their practice describe situations that can be classified as "understanding" and "application" (cognitive levels 2 and 3) as well as "readiness for action" and "imitation" (psycho-motor levels 2 and 3).
“Been shown how to protect the perineum and practised it with my supervisor.” (B1/S2)

At the beginning of clinical practice (birth 1-20), students mostly described concrete skills and actions taken.

*Rubbed the baby down with a towel, gave Vitamin K. Pulled out the placenta and inspected it.* (B1/S2)

In the middle section of their practice (birth 21-40) they wrote equally about skills, knowledge and understanding.

*The woman is sitting on a pilates ball and a deep, long deceleration is seen. It doesn’t improve when she stands up, so I ring the alarm. It was almost a shock for both the woman and her partner - cried and was very frightened. I think the couple needed us close and needed support after the deceleration because their breathing didn’t help and they became frightened.* (NB17/S2)

At the end of clinical practice (birth ≥41) the reflections contained mostly descriptions of their cognitive activities and the reflections show that the students are more and more able to synthesise and appraise their own knowledge and to gain increasingly complex skills.

”Been thinking about tears. Both of these women gave birth very slowly with good perineal protection. Despite this, large tears in the pelvic floor for both of them. It must be the shoulders that tear up the pelvic floor. Externally not so big – just a ”nick”. If you deliver the shoulders more slowly – sort of grip the baby under the armpits and lift it earlier – maybe that would help.” (B42/S9)
When analysis showed a high level of progression early in the students’ practice the text was usually about communication with the woman and her partner and about judging the woman’s and family’s situation. The students used terms that expressed their ability to analyse, evaluate and appraise.

"Breathing nicely. I think this woman knows herself well and that she has an inner sense of security." (B5/S7)

At some stage between birth 15 and 25 the students began to use the word “independently” for the first time in their reflections. Working independently can be interpreted as ability to analyse (cognitive level 4) and to act routinely (psycho-motor level 4).

"Feel quite independent about the normal stuff, feels good. Can identify the sutures, found the spines. Keep on training this – looking at the doll. Feels good that you (supervisor) let go of me more and more. I like that.” (NB21/S16)

A parallel connection and development between psycho-motor and cognitive learning areas became apparent. It appeared that high levels of psycho-motor learning did not exist without high levels of cognitive learning. This inter-dependence and integration was apparent in the reflections and developed over time.

"I got my gloves on in time. Everything went well. I went in a couple of times during 1 to
1.5 hours to palpate the uterus. Some bleeding but the last time there were some bigger clots. After that I palpated again and it felt good. I wanted her to urinate and she sits on the edge of the bed and goes all dizzy and pale. She lies down and looks like she’s fainted. I call for help……INSTRUCTIVE. Respect for bleeding, this was very unexpected. And I think I’ve become hard-handed when I palpate the uterus now and I shall remember this and squeeze even harder.” (B41/S8)

**Increased complexity in the description of learning situations**

Early in practice, the students wrote more detail about facts and were more concerned with simple situations such as carrying out technical procedures, for example application of scalp electrodes and connecting CTG. Towards the end of practice the texts generally became more overarching and succinct, and included complicated situations. In this way, the progression is visible not only by the fact that the reflections change their cognitive and psycho-motor level (1–6), but also by the fact that the students describe ever-more complicated situations. This is illustrated by the following two citations made at different periods during practice:

Simple situation: Birth 1

“*I learn how to prep for section with catheter, IV-cannula, op-clothes etc.*” (B1/S5).

Complicated situation: Birth 45.
“I didn’t get any report but found out the important facts about the woman. The course of events went very quickly (multipara) and a boy who was quite vital, Apgar 9-9-10, was born. Lost points for colour. Since the night staff had come I went out to finish off a job with another mother.” (B45/S12)

In the complicated situation described above, the student manages well to extemporize, which shows that she has reached complex or developed competency. The situation is described succinctly without details regarding for example vaginal examinations. The student evaluates and masters the situation, showing ability to prioritise and plan. The student can also manage two labouring women simultaneously.

DISCUSSION

Progression in professional development is shown in students’ reflections regarding both complexity in levels of cognitive and psycho-motor learning areas and in the descriptions of learning situations. Reflective practice is an important part of professional development and use of a model such as that described by Gibb (1988) promotes effective learning (Doughty et al., 2007; Davies, 2012). Both verbal and written reflection are pathways to knowledge, the learning of skills, and professional development (Mann et al., 2009; Yardley et al., 2012; Jasper et al., 2013) and reflection is essential in midwifery practice (Nakielski, 2005). Schön (1995) describes two kinds of reflection: reflection-in-action or reflection-on-action. Reflections in the present study are “on action” which means that the students can retrospectively reflect over what actually
happened and what might have been carried out differently. This appears relevant to the acute nature of a birthing unit.

Thinking and acting develop through reflection and actions become more conscious. Reflections create a link between earlier experiences and the present situation and represent therefore a pedagogical strategy to incorporate theory and clinical practice (Boud & Walker, 1998; Mann et al., 2009). Dewey (1933) wrote that “learning from experience is that of reflection”. Students’ reflections can be structured by encouraging them to keep a diary during clinical practice. In this way, clinical reasoning and analytical and evaluative abilities are encouraged (University of Ulster, Project Number 174/02).

It is vital that progress in learning occurs within a course of education. The results from the present study show that the contents of students’ reflections change form as the education progresses. A change in content from description and evaluation of relatively simple situations to description and evaluation of complicated situations was clearly seen. The students’ own reactions and insights changed in complexity during practice. This is in line with the model suggested by Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1980) in which the highest aim was for ”mastery”. It is also in agreement with Benner’s (1984) description of development from novice to expert. Through the use of written daily reflections the student is directed in a structured way towards the goal. An initial atomistic repetition of facts is gradually replaced by a more holistic description of situations towards the end of practice. This suggests that analysis of situations has occurred and that a complex understanding of associations and meanings has developed which falls in line with the description of surface and deep learning (Marton et al., 1977). According to Davies (2012) a benefit of reflection is that it promotes deep rather than superficial learning.
The students used considerably more psycho-motor concepts at the beginning of practice than at the end. Towards the end, reflections contained texts of a more cognitive nature and it appears that cognitive ability to evaluate is a pre-requisite for the development of psycho-motor ability. In order to attain developed ability, the student must be able to not only carry out tasks independently but also have the ability to plan, improvise and develop. This is the essence of the art of midwifery and of professional competence. It is questionable whether it is possible to separate knowledge and practical competence. Quite early in practice, it was possible to discern complex cognitive and psycho-motor levels in simple situations. Elmgren and Henriksson (2010) state that although situations should generally be basic at the beginning of education, in order for good progress to occur, it is important to direct progression by including course aims at a high level of complexity even at the start of education programs.

The lowest levels of both cognitive and psycho-motor areas (facts and perception respectively) are not clearly visible in the results of the analysis. It is possible that this can be explained by the fact that the students appear to be “thrown in at the deep end” on the first day of practice. Already at the start, students show understanding and actively imitate their supervisors (levels 2 and 3). This may be explained by the fact that in Sweden, students of midwifery are all registered nurses, often with several years of clinical experience. They are therefore well equipped to actively partake in practical care situations. At the institution where the present study was carried out, clinical practice is preceded by theoretical teaching which incorporates CASE-pedagogy. This trains students in understanding complicated situations and in problem solving (Egidius, 2009). It is possible that this also is an integral part of why the analysis showed that these students were well advanced in their learning already at the beginning of practice.
One of the goals of reflection as a learning tool is the development of independence (Jasper, 2003). It was evident to the authors when the students started to use the term “independently”. Generally this occurred somewhere between births 15 and 25. This use may not in truth represent working independently, but may be an expression of the freedom of action experienced by the students. Being given responsibility and allowing independence are factors which facilitate learning in clinical practice which contribute to professional development and self-confidence (Löfmark and Wikblad 2001). One student used the word “independently” in her reflection on her ninth birth. This should probably not be interpreted as meaning that the student carried out tasks without supervision but rather that she was given feelings of “self” by her supervisor which the student experienced as independence. It is possible that teachers should be aware of absence of the word “independently” in a student’s written reflections, as it might indicate a need for extra support for the individual student.

When students reflected on their learning, communication and evaluation of the woman’s situation, the texts exhibited high levels of knowledge early in practice: synthesis and evaluation (cognitive levels 5 & 6). This may be interpreted as indicating that students focus on what they already know and abilities they carry forth from their nursing experience. In an international perspective, it must be recognised that many midwifery courses do not recruit trained nurses but have direct entry to midwifery education (ICM, 2010) and it is therefore possible that the learning process for those students will take longer.

It is possible to follow students’ learning and professional development through use of written reflections. However, it is not possible to determine whether the actual writing of the reflections has a pedagogical value for progression or whether reflections are merely a documentation of the
progress the student makes. In order to evaluate the role of writing the reflections, further studies are required, for example, interview studies with midwifery students and their clinical supervisors, to illuminate their experiences of written reflection within midwifery education. Although the reflections analysed in this study were written during clinical practice at birthing units, results may be applicable to other areas of midwifery education and even to other programs where clinical practice is integrated. It may be an indication of students’ general progression in learning, when they indicate, in their writing, a progression from presentation of facts to an evaluation of situations. Reflections can help clinical supervisors and teachers to understand how students think, which provides increased possibilities to support student learning.

**Study limitations**

The daily written reflections were an obligatory part of the midwifery students’ clinical education and were analysed post-hoc. All three of the authors have experience of both clinical work as midwives and of teaching midwifery students. These experiences can be both a help and a hindrance during analysis of the material. The authors also had prior knowledge of at what point the students were in their clinical practice by virtue of the numbers appointed to each birth. It is possible that these experiences and prior knowledge have affected the analysis work in this study. The authors have been aware of the problem of ”knowing” what the students mean rather than carrying out a naive analysis and have checked each other for this potential pitfall during the
process of analysis through working together to reach consensus on the interpretation of the texts.

Neither of the two taxonomies (Bloom et al., 1956; Pettersen, 2008) applied in this study were specifically developed for use in midwifery education or for the particular context of health care. The taxonomies are however well known and well used in pedagogical research and were seen to work well for the analysis in this study. To enhance transparency of the analysis process and decisions on levels of complexity, the authors have provided examples of the work in Table 1.

CONCLUSIONS
Progression in the professional development of midwifery students can be seen in their written reflections on practice, both through levels of complexity in cognitive and psycho-motor learning areas and also in the described situations of learning. Written daily reflections appear to be a suitable method to help students to reflect in a structured way, thereby helping their professional development. Reflections can help clinical supervisors to understand the needs of the individual student and to support their knowledge accrualment. Cognitive and psycho-motor knowledge development go hand-in-hand during midwifery education. In higher levels of knowledge development, it appears that psycho-motor ability is dependent on cognitive knowledge. Daily written reflections on clinical practice can be of use in other health education programs.
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**Figure 1.** A schematic description of progress in the midwifery students’ daily reflections on their practice at birthing units during three distinct periods (birth 1-20, birth 21-40 and birth 41 and continuing). Each citation has been classified to one of the six levels of cognitive and psycho-motor areas of learning and three different types of situation (simple, intermediate and complex). Progress is shown in the direction of the arrows.
Table 1. Hierarchical classification of cognitive and psycho-motor levels as described by Bloom (1956) and Pettersen (2008). Citations are included to illustrate the process of analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Cognitive taxonomy (Bloom, et al., 1956)</th>
<th>Quotation</th>
<th>Psycho-motor taxonomy (Pettersen, 2008)</th>
<th>Quotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>I go in to the mother to check on things. She’s panting – the pains are stronger but she’s not very affected. Decide on a vaginal exam. She thinks it’s starting to push down. VE: The occiput has rotated and has reached the pelvic floor. Press the call button and say to her that she can start to push (B51/S13)</td>
<td>Developed competencies</td>
<td>A complicated birth: induction because of large baby. Look after most of the stuff myself, drip etc. Cord round the neck, quite hard but now I dare to pull properly and it worked really well! (B58/S18 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>Irregular contractions. Difficult to judge because she takes the contractions well- isn’t too affected by them. I don’t want to do a vaginal exam because I judge that she’s not in active labour. After a while I finally decide on a VE and find the cervix effaced and open 5 cm! Surprised. (B45/S4)</td>
<td>Complex competencies</td>
<td>I’m in the room on my own with the woman quite a lot because my supervisor is at a cesarean and there are a lot of mothers in labour. I do some vaginal examinations and external palpations on my own, it feels good. When I feel that she is fully dilated and the head is almost at the level of the spines I ask another midwife to do a vaginal examination – so that I’ve felt correctly – and she felt the same as me. (B38/S14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Not really on the pelvic floor and I start to push with her too early. Of course, with no effect. (B41/S13)</td>
<td>Routine actions</td>
<td>Because of poor registration of external CTG my plan is to do a VE, amniotomy and put on a scalp electrode. (B41/S6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Difficulty mainly in palpating the presentation or in other words, feeling the sutures and fontanels. (B13/S3)</td>
<td>Imitation</td>
<td>I delivered the baby. Supervisor had her hands on mine to steer me a bit. Felt safe and good so that I could register the feeling. Not so easy to know when to hold back the baby’s head or when to let go…. difficult to know, want to get a feeling for that. (B5/S8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>When we heard that the breathing had changed from breathing through the contraction to a more pushing breathing – a breathing that was more audible – we understood that it was close. (B9/S7)</td>
<td>Readiness for action</td>
<td>I felt ready to go from being an observer to becoming more active. (B1/S12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Facts</td>
<td>The active phase started about 8 o’clock and she was then open 4-5 cm. Contractions came more and more regularly and at 9 o’clock my supervisor did an amniotomy. (B1/S10)</td>
<td>Perception</td>
<td>Supervisor did the suturing; I had no idea about it. (B1/S11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>